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Registration, ·Exam Permits
Are Topics Of Complaints
by JEFF ROTH
In recent months two adminis·
trative policies have emerged ai
the objects of undergraduate
student and faculty criticism.
Undergraduate students have
reasserted their perennial com·
plaints concerning the difficulties
of registration, while certain
faculty members have expressed
their displeasure with the admin·
istration's requirement that the
undergraduate students show
exam permits to their teachers at
the time of final examinations.
In discussing the complenty
of Xavier's undergraduate
registration procedures, both
Rev. John N. Felten, S.J.,
Dean of the College ~f Arts

and SCiences, and Rev. Orrin
T. Wheeler, S.J., AsllOCiate
Registrar, noted that Xavier's
registration is relatively uncomplicated when compared
with registration at most other
universities, such as the University of Cincinnati, where
"registration often takes a
student all day." However,
both· admitted that proce- ·
dures at Xavier could and
would be made more simple.
Wheeler described certain
changes in registration procedures that are being proposed
for the near future, one of which
has already been adopted for
registration next semester.
According to Wheeler, as a
result of a new system developed
through the Computer Center,
the stencil, for which there has
been no real need since the
school year of '68-69, will no
longer be used at registration.
Moreover, Wheeler foresees
that the green registration card,
which is presently used by the
Registrar's office, will not be
required for registration in the
near f'Uture. However, he em·
phasized that there are some
pioblems which must be solved
·before the use of the green card
is discontinued. He explained that·
the basic information, which is
contained on this card, must be

Editor-in-Chief Sought

Applications ·for the position of Editor-in.Chief of
the Xavier News for the 1972-73 academic year are
now being accepted.
Anyone interested in the position must submit ·a
available to the Registrar's
office by the first day of classes ·resume to Rev. William J. Hagerty, S.J., Chairman
and that it will take time to work
of the Publications Committee, explaining his interest
out a computer system to meet
and his qualifications for the job. All applications
such a requirement.
must be in by March 10.

Wheeler also expressed a desire·
to eliminate from the registration
process the yellow Bursar's card,
which he feels is not needed
since the student's outstanding
accounts can be recorded on the
computer.
However, according to Mr.
Thomas C. Fischer, Assistant
by MIKE MADGES
comph'.oller; and Mr. Donald W.
Xavier's Committee on the Quality of Student
lsphording, Bursar, this card will
continue to be used because the Life has released a five-page response to the
Bursar n.!eds it on registration Black Forum. The response is specifically directed
day to compute the students' to the discussion topics presented by the black
bills in order that each student
might pay the required amount· students at· the January 12 Forum.
before beginning claBBes. Fischer
The body of the statement not only set forth
noted, though, that the Bursar's Xavier's present policy towards its black students
card is being simplified in order
to speed up the lines at the Bur· but also suggested general guidelines for consilr's table on registration day. structive improvement. The committee's stateAccording to Wheeler, the large ment centered upon the areas of curriculum,
"Permit to Register" sheet re- admissfons, fees, and scholarships.
quires very little attention by .
The committee devoted a large cultural bias. The committee
registering students, and, therepart
of their five-page response emphasized, however, that an
fore, poses no problems.
to the idea of a black curriculum. examination of admission policies
However, Mr. John F. Niehaus, Although the committee opposed can only be understood in relaDirector of the Computer Center, the establishment of a distinct tion to recruitment policies. The
said that there are plans to m11ke Black Studies Department, it committee subsequently inform·
this large sheet even more "pain· suggested the incorporation of eel the blacks that a questionnaire
less". He explained that a study Visiting Black Professor Program, had been submitted to the Rec·
will be made of the informational in which black faculty would be ruiting Office to ascertain the
Rev. Orrin T. Wheeler, S.J.
needs of the various offices of invited each year to teach at extent of Xavier's active recruit·
the university so that any infor· Xavier on a short-term basis. ment of black students.
mation on the sheet, which is no The appointment of one black
In regard to fees, the committee
longer needed, may be left off. professor each year would rotate expressed the opinion that the
Niehaus added that the facts on among various departments and Afro.American Student Associa·
the sheet which never changes, would be coordinated by the tion has as much right to a budget
such as a student•s birthdate, will
not be repeated ·each semester. Dean of the College of Arts and as any other organization, but
The Committee ex· the committee subsequently ex·
Thus, this form will be made Sciences.
plained that the program would plained that it was awaiting the
by JACK PETRE
smaller and leu clumsy.
produce more long-term results recommendation of the General
In view of these many changes in educating the whole Xavier . Fee Task Force.
A Central Affirmative Action ployment of minorities or women.
Committee has been appointed
To comply with Xavier's along with the more efficient community to the needs and ac·
The committee conciuded its
at Xavier to support the Univer· policy, the equal-opportunity use of the Computer Center, Nie- complishments of black people. statements by explaining that
sity's policy. of providing equal clause will be included in all haus concluded, "that Wheeler
In their initial comments on perhaps Xavier'• mission "as a.
employment opportunities by university purchase orders, leases, is working hard on the regietration admission policies regarding predoininatelyundergraduate
eliminating discrimination baaed and subcontracts in excess of problems and that there will be black students, the committee ex· institution is to emphasize the
.on race, creed, color, sex, or sio,ooo. All advertising for new. a definite improvement."
plained that Xavier's admission preparation of black students for
natural origin, in· cc:impliance faculty and staff pereonnel will
The Computer Center also has policy does take into account graduate schools and poeaible
with federal law. Rev. ROOert W. describe the. university as an
inequalities in opportunity and careers in higher education."
(Continued on page 2)
Mulligan, S.J., Provost, will serve
"equal-opportunity
_
e~ploy------------------------as . chairman of the committee er." The eommittee will 888ure
and as . Equal-Opportunity Co- that no distinctions baaed upon
ordinator.·
sex are permitted in Xavier's em·
The oommittee has the respon- ployment opportunities or in
sibility of developing a program other conditions of employment.
to correct deficienies and to
Working in conjunction with
promote the ·utilization of minor· this committee will be .the Com·
by JOHN LECHLEITER
ities and women in all univer· mittee on Interracial Justice,
sity areas. Part of this program chaired by Dr. Roman J. Schewi·
committee
members, including
The Space Committee, under
will be making ·regular checks kert, and the Commission on the the chairmanship of Rev. Cliffprd ' one that would have the building
of major job categories to elimi· Status of Women, chaired by Ms. S. Besse, S.J., is presently review· completely tom down.
nate any inequities in the em· Mary Lou Gist, Dean of Women. ing plans and proposals concern·
It was speculated that Rev.
'':' .1 :: }.: . ! The Committee on Interracial ing the future use of Breen Lodge,
Thomas G. Savage, S.J., would
.
'},F;<. N 1Justice will analyze any existing· the present headquarters of Stu· request ihe use of the building
-( ."). .
·.•
·~?i}ir;::j problems and make recommenda· dent Government.
for English Department functions ..
.; .
· · . .., .. J'i;.,HJ: :j tions to the university administr· The committee questioned Another proposed use of the .
·
: .: ·.l ation, and plans to extend its whether Breen Lodge is being building entails the renting of
', ·i efforts beyond· minority groups. ·used to its fullest capacity, the house to two Jesuits coming
·''· The Commission on the Status and generally maintained that to Xavier as part-time teachers.
of Women has the task of pro-· Student Government could next year.
moting equal employment prac· find ample quarters for its
Finally, Besse proposed that
ticea for women, as well as a activities elsewhere; Mike the building be put under the
positive image of ·women on · Anderson, a Space Committee control of Mr. Irvin F. Beumer,
Mr. Irvin F. Beumer
campus.
member, defended the use of Vice President of Busineu and
In following this policy of equal Breen Lodge in its present Finance, as of June 1, 1972, and
student proposals COD·
opportunity,
the university capacity, but stated that there that Beumer'• office assume res·
hopes to "... achieve 8 diverse, is presently some available ponsibility for renting Breen . ceming the use of Breen Lodge
multi-racial faculty and profes· space in the buildins which Lodge. It wae noted that other were also forwarded. Skip Bertke
sional staff of men and women is not beins utilized by any- houses owned by the university proposed a sli1ht renovation of
are maintained in a similar man· the house in order to accomodate
dedicated to the objectives · of one.
the university and capable of
From the very start of the ner, and that such a move would typing and study rooms, work· ·
. providing for excellence in the entire discussion, a number of mean increased revenue for the shop .areas, and offices. The
(Continued
page ·3)
. Rev. Robert W. Mulligan,"S.J. education ofits students."
proposals were forwarded by university.
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Student Life Committee
Responds.To Black Forum.

Committee Strives To
·Eliminate Discrimination

Seve~al

Proposals Forwarded For
Future Utilization Of Breen Lodge
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Registration, E~am Per.riits ·Are Topics Of Complaints

SUMMER JOBS

(Continued from page i)

, played a role in the recent con·
Felten also noted that prece- are many members of the faculty·
cern expressed by members of dents have been set in"the courts who object, but do not say anyXavier's faculty with respect to whereby a atu4dnt, who has thing because they do not check
the administration's policies failed to pay hie bills, can force for the permits during exams any·
concerning examination permits. the university · to give him · his . way." He concluded that the.
Dr. Harold L. Bryant, Chairman transcripts by filing suit. He ex· "administration misjudges the
of the Faculty Committee, said plained that,·· as a result, the resistance on the part of the
that many faculty members "find practice of withholding grades faculty with respect to the exam
it unpleasant . . . to have the is not foolproof so that only if the permits."
image of enforcer (of the admin- teacher does not give a teat to
Bryant is hopeful that the
iatratlon'a financial
matters such a student, can the univer· administration will be able
through exam permits)·connected aity be certain to collect ·the "to find a JDOre eM.cient man•
with their image of instructor." money owed. Bryant, however, 811 ner of collectins the univer·
He explained that, if a student well as Fischer, Niehaus, Fellin· aity'a debts;" Wheeler feels
does not have his exam permit . ger, ~d Helmes was unaware of that, until "the faculty can
atanexamination ateachermu11t the existence of such precedents come up with a better
either not give hbn the teat, in whi~h might affect Xavier Uni· r;
which case the teacher must later versity.
Wheeler disagreed with Bry· .
give a make-up exam, or he must
hold up the student's grade, which ant's ·basic belief that many of
could easily be done through the the faculty object to the exam
Computer Center.
permit policy. According to· ~S;;;c~Pi::ifri:t\
Bryant cited the fact that the Whee~e~, teachers, in general,
Evening College discontinued are willing to cooperate. He noted
the use of exam permits and now further that "those teachers with
relies on the withholding of the largest classes are the moat
grades to encourage payment of cooperative while professors
students' bills as an example of with small claBBea complain
how the situation might be moat."
Bryant, however, explained
handled. Dr. Robert H. Helmes,.
Dean of the Evening College, con· that "it is not a small minority of
firmed this point but admitted faculty who find the use of ex~
that Class admission cards are permits unpleasant, but · there
now required in the Evening
College; however, he emphasized
that this practice is not direci.ly
related to finances, but exisw
only for the purpose of ~eeping
students from going to classes
in which they are not enrolled.
Both Fischer and Mr. Raymond
J. Fellinger, Registrar, felt that
such a comparison of the Under·
graduate Day College with the
Evening College was not justified since these different colleges
involve different types of atu·
dents, the · undergraduate day
students being leBB mature and
leas concerned about receiving
their report cards. Accordingly,
they explained that the exam
permits are necessary to 'perform
the same function for undergrad·
uate day students as withholding
of grades performs for Evening
i
College students.
1·
Bryant, however, failed to see
i .,
the validity of this point, and
said that he doubted whether
i
full-time undergraduates are any
'
less concerned with getting their
grades, and thus their degree,
than Evening College students.
Another point, which was
made by both Felten and
Wheeler, was that, resardle11s
of matters of principle on the
part of the faculty, e:ii:am per·
mita have successfully served
the practical purpose of bl'ins·
.ing much ne~ed money into
the university. Accordins to
Wheeler, even thou1h ipany
teachers do not bother with
e:ii:iun permits, there are
enoush cooperatins teacher•
IO that many •tudenta do so
into the Bursar'• oftlce durins
or around e:sam week, and.
.. a re•ult, . an averap of
•100,000 18 collected durin1
thiB period. Felten noted. far·
ther that any unpaid debts
mut .ultimately rellUlt in un·
paid teachen' •alarle•.

method," e:ii:am permit•,
which have been effective,
should remain.
·Niehaus, susseated that '.'a
little more communication
between faculty and admln·
lstration mi1ht be an even
sreater help than a computer
In flndins a Htiafylns sol·
ution."

Guys I G1l1 lllltW f• wm1111r
1mploym111t It nu1111rous 1111tlons throu1llout tht llltlon lncfudlnt Nlti1111I. P1rlc1, R111rt
Ar111, nd Privett C1mps. For
frll lnfor111tfon •nd ..,,...;.
dr1111d, .STAMPED tnVlfope to
Opportunity R...rcll, D1pt. ·
SIO, Century Bid.., Polson, MT
59180. APPLICANTS MUST
APPLY EARLY •••

INTERNATIONAL JOBS
Europe, South America, Asia, Australia, U.S.A.
··Openings In all fields .... Social Sciences, Businese;
ISciences, Engineering, Education, etc. Alaska
construction and pipeline work. Earnings to $500
weekly: Summer or permanent. Paid expenses,
bonuses, travel. Complete current Information only $3.00. Money back guarantee. Apply early
for best opportunities - write nowlll
·
· ·
lr1ternational Employment
Box 721-Xll
Peabody, Massachusetts 0.1960
(Not an employment agency)
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Mr. John F. Niehaus
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Alumni Board Of Governors·
Supports Xavier Activities

J WILLIS SIMMONS. :

TYPING SERVICE

2722 Glendora Ave. 281-7155
Typing .Student Papers,
Author MS.
Call Br Appointment Only.

by GARY TAPHORN

One of the le88 publicized but increasingly-Important organizations in the Xavier commWiity is
the Alumni Board of Governors. This body functions to support university activities of every sort,
but, most importantly, it is responsible for that
annual contribution to the university's income
known as the Alumni Fund Drive.
Mr. Paul Lindsay, Director of Alumni Relations,
stated that the Alumni Board of Governors
operates under a constitution that affords it a
great amount offtedbility in its support of Xavier
University. The stated purpose of the Board of
Governors la to encourage friendship and mutual
aid and to promote and assist in the welfare of the
students and alumni of the university. Hence, the
constitution commits the board only to the 1eneral
support of Xavier, its activities, and its 1oal1,
while the specific manner of support la left lar1ely
to the discretion of the Board of Governon itself.
The constitution was revised
two years qo under the presi·
dency of Mr. Robert Fitz'patrick
to permit 1tudent representation
on the board as well. Since that
time, the President and Vice-Presi·
dent of the Student Body, the
Preeident of the Senior Class, and
one at-laqre representative have
joined the board as full members
with voting rights. The at-large
representative is currently senior
Fred Petz, who functions as a
student-alumni coordinator.
Lindsay, who is also a nor.voting member of the Board of
Governors, stressed that the board
is not a policy-making body.
Rather, the board has the power
only io influence university policy
through any recommendations it
chooses to make. Such recom·
mendations can be made upon
request from a university official,
or may originate at the initiative
of the board itself.

Elections to the Alumni Board
of Govemors are held annually in
the fall, so that a certain amount
of "new blood" is injected into
its 21-man membership on a reg·
ular basis. Each year, five new
members are elected and two
are appointed to three-year terms.

Western
BULLS

DICTIONARIE$
WEBSTER

VERY DEFINITELY
GEAR BOX®

Library size, 1971 edition, bron
new, still in box, Cost new: $45,00

· Will Sell for $15
Deduct 10% on. orders of 6 or more.

Moil to
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NORTH AMERICAN
. LIQUIDATORS

,.

1450 Ni•1•r• Fall• ll•d.
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,O,D orders , enclose $1,00 good wil tion. with university alumni ia
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•
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e
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ales
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· ble 1.&or his
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$315.

QUALITY SINCE 1918 ...

Classic Western blue
jeans - rough 'n ready
for anything because
they're hefty bull weight
(13Y2 oz.) cotton denim.
Flare bottoms, belt-loop
waist, scoop pockets in
front, patch pockets in
back. Sizes 28-38, S-M-L
lengths.

Several Proposals Forwarded For
· Future Utilizatio~ Of Breen Lodge
(Continued from page 1)
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office to sponsor an extensive
survey of alumni conceming their
·feelings about Xavier and present
university policies; hut, he noted . !
that such surveys are generally :
expensive and that most of his
present budget is spent on the
printing and mailing of regular
communications.
Lindsay listed some of the
events in which the Alumni Association annually participates, in·
eluding Homeeoming and the
Universal Communion Suriday.
Various individual chapters are
also supported through publicity.
Most importantly, there is the
Mr: Paul i:.. Lindiia:Y.
Living Endowment Fund, sponsor·
ed directly by the Fund Raising that many. board _m_e_m_be=--n·
Committee of the Board of Gover· felt that the only two realistic
nors. Lindsay noted that over alternatives were the complete,
1000 people were personally in· , support and the elimination
volved in the fund drive last year.
of footbalL In this re1ard, he ·
Furthermore; on March 10 and 11, stated that "the vast majority
the Board of Govemors will spon·. of alumni opinion, both by. ·
sor a chapter leaders program
letter and .,yworct ol"liiouth,
here at Xavier. Under discussion was to keep a football propam
will be methods of improving of ao~e sort,.. a8 opposed to
various activities, fund-raising,
no program at all. And the ,
and communications between the maintenance of a reduced proAlumni Association and alumni sram. he pointed out, would
in general.
cost very nearly a8 much u
. Lindsay also spoke briefly on one which had the full ftnan· ·
the problems faced by his office cial support of the unlversit)'•.
in communicating witli alumni. There waa, accordln1 to Cona· .
He added it is largely the respon·
ton, almost no sentiment· amon1 alumni for a lower-key
sibility of each alumnus to inform
the university of his present add·
footb~l propam._ _ .. _
reas. Reminders to this effect in
Conaton stated that the Alumni
the Communique have brousht
Board of Governors was refl~
in over 2000 address changes from
ing the concern of "buaineulike
alumni in the last year alone.
people who recognized the need
Nevertheless, his office had refor belt-tightening," but who, on
corded some 30().5()() alumni as
the other hand, realized the need
"lost." However, this figure is
for a football prolJ'am of some
somewhatInsignificant in compari· sort. He added that moat board
son with the 15,600 total alumni
members wanted to cut back on
on record.
football schddllling, rather than ,
oil financee. It was considered
Concerning the Alumni Fund
important , to play teams that
Drive, Lindsay commented that
there is a smaller percentage of would attract large attendance
participation as a result of the (i.e. MiaDii, University of Cin·
increased number of recent Xa· cinnati, and Dayton). But the add·
ition to the schedule of smaller
vier alumni. Also, many alumni
attended Xavier only for graduate schools that would provide the
work and desire to contribute first Muskies with a winning record
to the university at which they was also felt to be important and
spent their· undergraduate years. would. also serve to increase atIn the Dayton area, for example, tendance, and hence finances.
only 180 of the 550 Xavier alumni Largely because of these reasons,
attended Xavier as undergradu· the Alumni Board of Governors
voted almost unanimously for
.ates.
The only major issue on which maintenance of the football prothe Alumni Board of. Governors l!'am at ite present level.
When asked to comment on the
has given its recommendation
this year has been the question overall efficiency of the Board of
of the future of Xavier football. Govemors, Petz replied that the
According to Mr. Michael J. board is aware of the need to im·
ConatQli, former president of the prove, especially in the area of
board, there were three alterna· · alumni relations, and is taking ·
tives for the football program every step possible to become
under ·consideration. They were more effective. One possible development iii · to bring before the
as follows:
• To continue football, at it&. board each month members of one
academic department on campus.
present level.
That department would present
• To maintain football, but at a information on ita various proreduced level of financial support. grams, its good and bad features,
• To eliminate the ·football so that the Blumni wouid become
program completely.
more aware of specific problems
Conaton remarked, however, within the university.
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typing and study rooms would be
open 24 hours a day for student
use, and the additional rooms
in the house could be utilized
by various organizations who are
in need of an office, including
Student Volunteers, the Clef
Club, and the Racing Club.
A second student proposal was
forwarded · by Kathy Blank,
Barbara Belbot, Mi~hele Geraci,
and Mary Bliss, who asked that
they he allowed to maintain Breen
Lodge as an Educational Resource
and Women's Center. As a Wo·
man's Center, the house would
contain space for the Women's
Advisory Committee, the Com·
. ··'

miHion of the Status of Women
at Xavier, the Women's Drill
and Swimming teams, and a
coed lounge. As an Educational
Resource Center, Breen Lodge
would serve as headquarters for
the IJ'Owing number; of Free Uni·
versity courses, and provide space
for an arts and crafts program
and several additional organize·
tions.
No decision was reached
concerning Breen•s fate, and
it was decided that renovation
costs and present maintenance costs would be reviewed
before any .of the proposals
were accepted.
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The News will not publish letters which violate
charity and good taste. Letters containing objectionable sections will not be printed in whole or in
part. Because of space limitations, the News will
not ordinarily publish letters in excess of 500 words.
Letters will not be published unless they have been
signed by the writers. If a Writer wishes his name
withheld, the editors will comply.

Opinion
Page

Editorial

The Xavier News is published during tne school
year except during vacation and· examination
periods by Xavier University, Hamilton County,
Evanston, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. $5.00 per year.
Entered as second class matter October 4, 1946 at
the Post Office of Cincinnati, Ohio under the Act .
of March 3, 1879. Letters should be addressed to
the Editor and mailed ,to the News in care of the
Xavier University Center.

Academic Injustice

A Little More Careful
It seems that the letter to the editor from illogical manner that they .contend Mr.
members of the Student Affairs Office in Taphorn had accused "certain Xavier
the February 23 issue of the Xavier News black students ot 'racism-in-reverse."
did little more than provide another wheel
The fact seems to be .that a degree of both
to the political "merr)r-go-round" issue of
concepts
exists on this campus and reactionracism on the Xavier campus. Although we
as well as editorials do little to.
ary
letters
do not agree with Mr. Taphom's editorial
air
for more consti:uctive evalua- ·
clear
the
as a whole we feel that he did express some
,of
the
real
underlying problem.
tion
sound and objective criticism of ~ome .
Everyone makes mistakes. You can probbasically unsound and highly-emotional
ably
find some in this editorial. But one
proposals put forth at the "Bl~ck. Fo~~" :-the proposal conceming adm1ss1on cntena would think that those who purport to be
administrators could be a little more c~ful
is a good example.
in
malting accusations, could be a little more
What kept his editorial from being. as
careful
'when they write a· letter, could be
good as it could have been were van!>us
a
little
more careful all the way around ...
reactionary statements and empty rhetoncal
-DCK&MJM
questions- "Should Blacks now·be admitted
according to the size of their Afroes?" is
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
a good example.
However, we feel that the Student.
·Editorial
Affairs Office did as questionable a Job
"of evaluating Mr. Taphorn's editorial
as Mr. Taphorn did in evaluating the
Black Forum. Without "descending· to
particulars," the Student Affairs Office
accuses Mr. Taphorn and· "some members of the Xavier community" of in~
The response of the Quality of Student
sensitivity a:nd prejudice in the same Life Committee to the presentation of the
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Afro-American Student Association was but
a trivial statement of generalities and a
Editorial
regretful re-hash of verbal niceties ~wards
Xavier's blacks. The committee continually
approached each problem with a recognition. that improvements should be made
but then abstained from developing constructive solutions by mdicating that it was
not in their realm to adopt such constructive
measures.
Methinks the gentlemen.
(and ~he Ms.)
The only exception to such standard pracprotesteth too.much.
tice was their promotion of a Visiting Black
The "insensitivity and prejudice" in my Professor Program. However~ the program, ·
February 16 editorial ("Racism in Reverse") as viewed by the committee, implies that .
was surely in marked contrast to the actions . the presence of one visiting. black professor
of certain members of the Student Affairs· per year could result in educating the whole
staff at the R.O.T.C. President's · Review Xavier Community to the needs and accom. last May. Their presence was a cle~r mani- plishments of black people - a sentiment
festation of their fatherly sensitivity to the which not only represents unreal naivete
needs of a myopic minority of mawkish but also manifests unadulterated white
Muskies who exhibited considerable dis- tokenism.
·
respect for the Reverend Paul L. O'Connor. . The committee's response, however,
Their decision to sport black arm-bands is really not that surprising. The majority
indicated to all their resolute impartiality of university committees have little proand their dogged determination to remain fessional knowledge of the topic areas
above the prejudice that infects certain ele- discussed at committee meetings and no
ments in the Xavier community.
real power to initiate constructive action.
Let them render unto Xavier the things that Rather, the committee· reports serve as
are Xavier's and unto Rod the things that natural resource material for the paper
are Rod's.
castles on administrator's desks.
-JGT
-MJM

Paper Castles··

Insensitivity
And Preiudice?

·Deadline For Editor-In-Chief
.Friday, March 10
Contact Fr. Hagerty ·in Alter Hall

. Editor:
It is with a great deal of disdain ·that I find mY:self
writing this letter, but it is rather appare!'t ,that ~ere
exists a gross academic injustice on XaVler s campus.
Most students are extremely happ>: to have a h?liday
from classes and few would cons1de! dem~ding !1
refund for classes not taught on a holiday. Smee holidays are an opportunity to d~ research, . study,. and
. catch up on study assignments, 1t must be m~1ngly
frustrating for students to find the sole library on
campus closed on holidays. Now J>!?haJ>8 .the thought
of demanding reimbursement .f9.r lac;:k of · acc:ess to a
research library would be :less of an absurdity;
If the university faculty propose to refer to Xavier
University as an academic center of · learning, the
faculty might do well to reco.naider t!'e intermittent
closing of a primary source of mformation.
Terrence J. Scott

Hypocrisy
Editor:
Hypocrisy reigns supreme at Xavier!
Where was the libertarian office of Student Affairs
two years ago when Brother Ken ~lackwell & Co. called
this reporter every name in the book, including "ignorant
dumb-ass?" Where were their Christian principles then?
Where was their scathing letter to the editor expressing
their outraged indignation at Brothers' lack of "sen·
sitivity?"
They were as conspicuous then by their absence as
they are now by their sudden emergence.
Bob Heleringer

Long-range Plan .
.EditQ1.
It. was, indeed, heartening to read (Xavier News,
February 23, "Board Announces .$5 Tuition Increase")
"that Xavier will continue to presa·Vigoroualy the longrange plan now being ·implemented to improve its
financial resources."
To date this long-range plan 'haa included an increase ·
of $15 per credit hour since 1968 or an increase of
nearly· 43%. To date this long-range plan has included
a general fee increase of $25 .this year or an increase
of 50% to pay the debt inc:Urred on the Univer&ity Center
comple~. Finally, this long-range plan has included the
now infamous annual athletic deficit of $100,000. ·
Yes, the Board of Trustees in conjunction with ·the
Budget Review Committee does have- a long·range
plan to improve Xavier's financial resources. The
question, liowever, remains: How much longer can
Xavier University stand the range of solutions which
the Board of Trustees proposes?
··
Gerard Wagner
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Gregory X. Boeh.m

De Rebus

Quite An Affair
If th~ frequency of off-color administrators: either we con- think · how just last December . salary mcrease.
and snide remarks is any indica- coct some way to quietly aimounce we announced that, in light .of
"So what did we do? Why heck,
tion, last wee~'s program on another tuition increase or the the university's sound finances, we just went and asked the faculty
man's sexuality was an extrem- number of adminjstrators would we could oontinue years of more to present over half of the sex
ely popular, if not successful, he cut in half.
football; did anyone ever ask talks. In fact, that's what fin.
event. But when I overheard one "Gees, were we scared. With what sense a tuition increase ally sold us on the idea: do. you.
administrator raving about the all the turmoil that was· already makes? Now then, you ask me . know of any professor, ready
program's success, I asked him started over needless expendi- how we know the program was to give us his insights on man's
.if he had somehow polled people's tures for football, no one had . successful. Believe me, that seiuality, who would willingly
reactions.
any idea .how to tell the rest of was a successful program."
divert his audience's attention
"No, a poll of people's opinions the students they would have to · "Now wait just a minute," by bitching about something like
is sort of pointless. You see, what · pay $150 more next year.
I immediately perceived, "you spending priorities? Gees, it
determined the program's sue"But darn if we didn't think can't tell me you convinced the worked like a charm; for three
cess was not so much what of an idea! Why, for not just faculty to participate in a sex days we had people talking about
people did say, but really it one day but for three days we program just ilo you could quietly nothing but sex."
was more what they didn't say." schedule' all these sex talks, rip off the students for another
"Yeah, but the talk won't last,"
"I don't think I understand at run color movies, give continuous $300,000 a year?"
all," I told him.
slide shows, and then on Wednes"But don't you see, we didn't I cried, "·a:.iii when it stops,
"Well, do you remember how. day, just as things are getting even want the faculty tO know. they'll have youi:· heads for lying
Xavier had to raise its tuition under. way, we ~o ah~~d a?d Look, last fall not one,.professor about all the money!"
twice in the last . three years? announ.ce the third tuition m- received the salary increase we
"But we didn't lie about any
And remember how there was crease m four years, completely had promised; the faculty would money! Besides, who would ev~r
such a stink when, in just two confident t!'at everyone 'Yould have been just as furious as the want to stop talking about such
years, the tuition rocketed from ~lready be 1n the theater hs~n- · students had they realized that a prpgram like man's sexuality?
$33 to $45 per credit hour? Well ~· to s~me such pro!f1am like football was being continued, I'm re~y sorry, but the 'only
this year the Board of Trustees Man: H1B Sexuality.
tuition was being increased, and complaiiit we've heard is that we
sent out an ultimatum to all
"Heli, no one even stopped to yet, at the same time, still no haven't had more in the past."

A Sexessful New Major

.ZeffS
STUDENT CHARGE
. ACCOUNTS INVITED

·word is out (not officially, as blown major in sex did not-. come Exercise rule.cl_ that out.
of yet). that, as a result of the right away; som!'_ lld!J!.~trlltol'S
Another administrator suggestenormous popularity of the recent wanted to merge it into one of ed putting a concentration in sex
710 SWiFTON &HOPPIN~ , sex symposium, the ~versity the existing departments.
in the Communication Arts DeCENTER. CINCINNATI. OHIO
has decided to institute a new
·The Theology Department was partment, -but the idea didi;t
731-1800
major field of study on campus. ruled out, ostensibly because of sound too promising somehow.·
It was originally to be called the overabundance of clerical TheFineArts,Geography,Physics,
WESTERN HILLS PLAZA
simply "Sex,'' but some univer- members, but more likely because Chemistry, and French depart111-1911
sity officials indicated a reluc- Xavier students don't care what ments-were also- propase<l- and
tance to give degrees . re~«!_i~I!- theologians think about sex any- dropped for various reasons.
. 8th AND MONMOUTH,
"Bachelor
(or Master) .of Arts in way.
The Business College made a
NEWPORT. KENTUCKY
coSomeone
suggested
making
it
a
bid
for the program, but the idea
.
Sex,"
this
being·
a
Catholic
211-4183
educational institution (and a part of the physical education of a Bachelor .of BusineBB Ad·
private one at that), so they program, but the confusion pos· ministration in Sex degree, al'aued
GENEROUS DISCOUNTS TO
settled for "Christian Sexology" sibly inherent in placing sex some, might lead some people to
ALL XAVIER STUDENTS AN.D
·and put it under the B.S. program. . courses beside courses like Wrest- believe that Xavier was running
FACULTY MEMBERS
The decision to make a· full- ling or Physiological Aspects . of . a whorehouse, so thllt was discarded too. Thus came the proposal for a separate (but equal)
Department ofChristian Sexology,
the "Christian" being added so
.that no one got the impression
that we're running a Masters
and Johnson clinic.
Several things remain to be
worked out; one of these is the
selection ·of a department head.
A few of the more conservative
administrators would like a Jesuit
to be in charge; others object,
claiming this would be, well, a
conflict of interest. Judgment of
qualifications is another problem;
some say the new chairman
· should be a Catholic with a lot
of children (arguing experience)
while others want someone a
little less showy, preferably with
a scientific bent.
To help smooth things over, a
questionnaire was drawn up and
sent to be mimeo'd, but one of
It must be twenty years since the place was
the secretaries destroyed it as
painted. But you won't be able to tell it
obscene, so the question is . still
in the air.
when the job's done. And while you're
The most controversial area to
working, the great taste of Coca-Cola
be worked on, however, is the
keeps everybody happy.
selection of courses.
The administration, in a rare
instance of advice-seeking, asked
the various departments to send
some recommendations (in a
plain brown wrapper to prevent
misunderstanding). Some of their
suggestion• were: Orsasmic
Boltled under lhe aulhorily ol The Coca-Cola cOmpany by: ~~ola ~t~li' Worka .Company, Cincinnati
Chemistry, Introduction to PomoIJ'aphy, Survey of French Post-

!I

It's the real thing.Coke.

~~

LlteratUM. -PfOblems Of
Modem Stuas,Money and Spenii
Banking, and a few basic coursea
such as History of American .
Unions and Various Positions of
Modem Sexual Theorists.
Since the sex program will lead
to a B.S., the administration· is
undecided whether to allow it to
fill the required science core (as
a natural, physical, or applied
science). The science departments
are against the suggestion, claiming it would draw students away
from the other science counes.
It is certain, however, that there
will. be the two-hour lecture and
one-hour lab (probably in the
evening) system which the other
science courses require.
Lab materials should prove no
problem, provided that there are
no more vice-squad raids ' on
bookstores and that a discount
can be procured from one of the
furniture warehouses. There is
some question as to where the
lab courses will be held; the Cash
room, the Audio-Visual room, the
theatre, and even Symmes Studios
were proposed, but the administration seems to be leaning towards Kuhlman Hall as the most
apporpriate spot.
As a result of the special nature·
of the program, ·sever~l restrictions will be made. No one under
18 Will be admitted to classes
without parent or guardian, and·
a· small deposit will he required .
as a token of the student's willingness to pursue sex in an academic
atmosphere. Also, strict order will
be maintained in the classroom,
and no cuts are allowed, especially in the lab courses, as it
might hampetr experimentation
procedures.
, Despite these necesaary regulations, administrations officials
are confident that the new major
will be financially aucceaaful f1 .,
the university and will be, aa one
hisher-up aaid, "like a freeh aprins
of ftow\pl'Wawr:'
'

....
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Upton

.

is~ing

for the grad..•• It's a career, it's advancements, it's

./

Bob Heleringer

Forum

a cup of tea, it's a bowl of soup,
it's training, it's a challenge, it's
good salaries, it's beautiful, it's
action ... it's right on.

I

CBS - E//~te Snobs
One does not need a Spiro
Agnew to understand just how
berserk the television networks
have gone. I speak, of course, of
the respective networks' news
"reports" - which are often transfigured into quicki,!! "analyses."
Indeed, it seems that they all
have their favorite whipping boys.
I was astounded last .summer
when NBC newsman-philosopher
John Chancellor paused in the
middle of a newscast to excoriate
William Buckley's infamous "hoax
issue" of National Review. Whether or not one agrees with Mr.
Buckley's questionable maneuver,
it is only ethical that such com·
menta be reserved for an edjtorial
section of the broadcast and not
be passed off as factual news reporting.
While all the national networks.
are at · fault to some major or
minor degree, anyone with an
I.Q. somewhat higher than their
· shoe size can discern that CBS
·(the Controlled' Broadcasting System}ia- the undisputed champion
of what-Edith Efron calls "News·
Twisting."
Dr. Stanton's monolithic em·
pire baa a long and colorful his·
tory ofsuch journalistic chicanery.
I ceased watching their evening
news years ago when Walter
Cronkite informed the American
viewing public that a recent, absolutely brilliant Allied victory in
South Vietnam had been, in Cron· ·
kite's peerless wisdom, ·"a moral
defeat." (I can just picture FDR
sitting quietly by while some
rube called D·Day a "moral defeat.")
CBS's latest atrocity was shown .
on Sunday night, February 20,
1972. It was another "mea culpa"
documentary,· patterned after that
great Mai Lai of television news
specials - "The Selling of the
Pentagon." It was another. in a
long line of hyper-in-depth reporting; attempting to lay bare
the hideous American soul for all
the grotesque evil and corruption
that allegedly lies there. This
particular piece of CBS showman·
ship was dedicated to the same
principles of, pardon the pun,
"YeUow Journalism."
The program was innocently
entitled: "Misunderstanding
China," and was narrated by that
roving Captain America himselfCharlea .Kuralt. As TV Guide put
it, the program endeavored to
" . . . explore the. old fears and
(alse imaies surrounding the
Chinese." As expected, Kuralt &
Co. came up with a boxcar load.
Didn't you know, felJow Xav·
ierians, that this countey is lousy
with seething anti-Chinese prejudices?
·
And just where did the CBS
crews go to acquire this startling
knowledge?
They looked about as far as their
nose. They went back and unearthed some Grade Z silent
movies that pictured Chinese as
dark, heinous, ~ysterious - yes,
even inscrutable creatures always
wielding an impressive array of

cutlery. This is the basis for our
"misunderstanding?!" That is
what they would have us believe.
It would do no good to tell them
that, D.W. Griffith and a few
other purists aside,· early Holly·
wood film-makers ~ared little for
·ethnic niceties. They were out to
make some bread, Mr. Kuralt, and
if they were - at the same time entertaining or successful at· es·
tablishing a timely moral, well
that was icing on .the cake. But,
nay, CBS would have us believe
that there was a eoncrete plot,
by these infant film pioneers, to
foster a hatred for the Chinese. I
cannot and will not believe that.
. Similar examples abound.
The classic film, "The Good
Earth," is pilloried for showing
one · scene where a group of
Chinese are depicted aa being
superstitiously frightened of an
approaching train. Since when is
common . superstition raciat? ls
it something only the Chineee
experience? I was extremely
apprehensive the first time I saw
a train. What is so embarrauing
about ordinary fear?
·
The Christian missionaries
come in for an especia)ly scath·
ing barrage of Dack. They are
described, by Kuralt, as being
little better than a horde of leeches
turned loose to run rough-shod
over the countryside. These ogres
brought their message of Chris·
tian love and respect for the in·
dividual and were promptly rejected by 99% of the Chinese
populace as Kuralt gleefully points
out.: But, the missionaries knew
the odds and they .cherished the
converts they did make. For their
sheer dedication and labor, we
owe them respect and gratitude
- not ridicule.
Well, from there the program
rapidly deteriorated. Kuralt con·
eluded by declruina that the
present mass-automated, mech·
anized society in China is one
step short of a honeymoon on
Waikiki Beach.
The point I wish to make is
that, as Mr. McVay will tell you,
the history of modem China is a
mostly tragic one. Many nations
are at fault, America among them.
But the blame, if any, lies with
the weaknesses of American for·
eign policy; of failures to realize
the significance of certain men
and, more importantly, ideas.
It is only with the invaluable

·aid of historical hindsight that
we can ascertain these deficien·
cies and alleviate them; as we
are still doing today.
But there is most aasuredly no
concrete. parallel between legiti·
mate errors in foreign policy and
· Charlie Chan movies.
"Misunderstanding China" left
me with a yawn. It was an interesting as today's chiU factor. It
was as truthful and accurate as
Mein Kampf. My suggestion to
CBS is that the next documen· ·
tary they concoct chronicling
another chapter in the growing
tome of American Misdeeda is
one entitled:
"Misunderstanding America."

If you're a "business minded" graduate with a flair
for sales and marketing we need you. Join us and
be business consultants and merchandisers rather
than just salesmen. Use your ability to market our
more than 250 food products. If you have initia·
tive, drive and intelligence, and know how t.o
communicate your ideas, we'd like to talk to you.
You'll help to make our $276 million growth
double in the next ten years. In return
we'll offer the salaries and blue chip
benefits to be expected from a company in the top 20 percent of
Fortune's·soo in profitability.
Eight weeks or initial training
and the world is yours with
ro· find out mof!l about Lipton and how
one of the most progres·
you can begin a career in Sales
sive, action-minded
Management, register now tor a
companies in the
personal interview willl lhe Liplon
food industry.
reoresentaUve who will be intarviewing
on camous on MARCH 15.
Orwrileto:
. Mr. J.E. Wood

Sales Manpawer Developmenl Manager
Thomas J. Lipton. Inc.
800 Sylvan Avenue
EnglewOOd Cfills, N.J. 07632

LI~~
AN EQUAL OPPORlUMIT'I EMPl.O~Ell
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What is life without love?•·

WVXU-FM
Every Wednesday night from
6:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m., WVXU·
FM (91.7), the Voice of Xavier
University, presents "Music
Incorporated," one of a series
of weekly mqsic specials high·
lighting the works of one of
today's contemporary rock
perfonners. For informative
programming, good news and
music, next time tune 'in
WVXU, now· broadcasting for
the first time as an FM station,
direct to the University Center.

From one beer lover to another.
THE STROH BREWER\' COMPAN\', DETROIT, MJQllGAN 1R~26
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Cru1111Js
An out-of-town radio station
brought to our . attention the
definition of "housewife" in
Funk & Wagnalls New Standard
Dictionary of the English 1...angu.
age. Xavier women take note:
ho111Jewife - 1. mistreaa of a
household,, a woman who
m&Jlqes . domestic affain;
housekeeper. 2. a receptacle
for needles and thread and
other small articles required
in sewing.

WE'LL HOLD YOUR DIAMOND

"1'IL YOU'RE PREPARED TO PAY

•• • • ••

Why wa~t to choose your dia!llond.
Come in now and select from our magntflcent
collection. We'll make sure you get
the diamond you realty want and for a small
deposit we'll hold it for you. Until
you're ready ~o give it a happy home.

The Xauier News stands corrected! The tuition increase eff~
tive next year will result in a
charge of $62 per credit hour for
graduate courses and not the
reported $55 per credit hour.

Oj.H • Gm CMrt• Acco• ~
......, IHjer crult c.rd •• Gm

With regard ·to the halftime
entertainment · at the DePaul
game "Spoon Man" was great.
His moves and "spooning" abili:
ties were of a professional rating;
Only one question comes to
mind "did we pay him op a
silver spoon"?

••••••

FINl:: .11·:,vi-:1.t-:RS.

d1w11tlln COllU SIXTH Ii UCE
• IHCHMONT MALL
•KENWOOD MALL
• TRI.COUNTY MALL
•WEST.UN WOODS MALL

• •• • • •

•WALNUT HILLS
•COVINGTON
• MILFORD
•NORWOOD
Moat Goh Sforff Opn Momdor 'HI f, AH 0~ f ..ndor 'ti f

Mention should be made of the
cancellation of the remaining
programs planned by the Cin·
cinnati Symphony Orchestra.
The cancellation results from an
affirmative strike vote taken by
the members of the Cincinnati
$~phony.

• • •
The Senior clau is providing an
opportunity for all graduating
11eniors to have their portraits
taken by Executive Studios. A
$2.09 fee must be collected from
those seniors who wish to have
their portraits taken. Included in
the $2.09 fee will be an 11" by
14" composite of the clau of
1972 as well as a 44" by 60'' wallaize composite to be presented to
the school. Four poses will be
taken of each individual, and
proofs will be sent out before
Easter along with a price schedule for addition81 prints. Appointments must be made for
sittings. Sittings will take place
on March 6-9 in Breen Lodge
(3832 l.A!dgewood Drive). ·Appointments for the sittings may be
made on March 2 across frOm the
grill or by calling John Ryan or
Mike Anthony at 351-6650.

In the annual tradition of
Sophomore Rewe, the Sophomore class at Mount Saint Joaeph
College is preaenting their inter·
pretation of those memory yean•.
This year's performance entitled
"NOSTALGIA" will run from
March 3 through 5 at 8:00 p.m,.
in the College Auditorium. Ticket.
may be purchased in advance or
at the door on the night of the
performance at the special rate
of $1.75 for adults, Sl.00 for
students, and $.75 for children
under 12 years.

• • • • • •

As any exterminator can tell
you, Jethro certainly isn't living
alone in the fieldhouse.

••••••

Anyone interested in serving as
an usher for the 1972 season of
Playhouse in the Park should
attend an usher's meeting in the
Marx Theater on Sunday, March
5, at 1:00 p.m. It is the clistom
of the Playhouse. to allow all student u8hers to see the Playhouse
productions free of charge. For
any additional· information contact Mary Stagaman at the Playhouse. The number is 621-7770.

••••• •

Every weekday at 3:30 p.m.
WVXU-FM (91.7) presents ·"Meet
Your Community", a new inter·
view program featuring prominent
individuals from the university
and public communities. Guests
from the universiw will include
men and women active in the
areas of administration, Student
Government, and academics,
while the community leaders,
featured will be from local new•
papers, school, civic, and church
groups.
On Wednesday, March 8, our
special guest on "Meet Your
Community" will be Mr. Raymond
Guye, Assistant Dean of Students,
Director of the University Center.
and Director of Co-curricular
Activities. By airing the comments.
and opinions of our guests, WVXUFM gives you the opportunity to
become a more informed student
and citizen.

ATTENTION ALL XAVIER STUDENTS
AND FACULTY MEMBERS

COLUMBIA OLDSMOBILE JOSEPH CHEVROLET
TOYOTA OF CINCINNATI -

5th & SYCAMORE

8733 COLERAIN

8940 COLERAIN

ARE HAPPY TO MAKE THIS SPECIAL OFFER
TO ALL OF OUR FRIENDS AT XAVIER .

/

(SEE COUPON BELOW)

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR $100.00 ON THE
PURCHASE OF ANY NEW OR USED CAR
BOUGHT FROM US.·

****

CALL
JERRY WHITNEY, STUDENT
REP·RESENTATIVE ON CAMPUS,
FOR INFORMATION AND
APPOINTMENT CALL

****

221-5012

------------------------------

ASK ANY MUSKIE - HE BOUGHT FROM US
/

.•
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Muskies Win Tenth Game
As DePaul Falls, 71-62

The Blue Demons fall to the Musketeer's sword, 71-82.

Final score: 84·73

by RICK SADOWSKI
ed into the stationary Jerry Hel·
mere underneath the basket.
Both players went sprawling off
the court, with Helmers getting
the worst of it - suffering a
broken nose which forced him tO
sit out the rest of the contest.
The next five minutes were as
hectic as the opening half. but
Xavier began to regroup its for·
cea with 14:15 to go when Tim
Deardorffs steal and subsequent
layup put the home team in .front
for good, 45-43. That lead was
stretched to 54.45 at 9:45 when
Scotty Franklin sank a free throw,
and it looked as though the
Muskies were finally going to
finish off the upstarts from
Chicago for good.
But the Demons wouldn't give
up and they pulled within two,
58-56, with five minutes left.
Then Conny Warren, who finished with · a career-high 24
points and 15 rebounds, and Bob
Fullarton combined for ten of
the team's next 13 points and
that was the ball game.
Xavier won the game because
of two factors - superior rebounding and 17 more shots at
the basket from the charity stripe.
Burks led DePaul, now 10-10,
with 18 points, while Harry
Shields chipped in with 15

The old axiom: "It matt.era not
whether you win or lose, but how
you play the game," became a
loser lalit Saturday afternoon. Xa·
vier, on the heels of a four-game
losing streak, defeated the Blue
Demons of DePaul by a score of
71-62.
Perhaps the reason behind the
axiom becoming a loser was that
the only thing that either team
was fighting · for, besides the
players' lives, was a .500 season.
The Muskies, at 9-13, needed the
victory for their most productive
output since the 1968-69 season,
while DePaul entered the contest
with a very deceiving 10-9 record
- against such competition as
~ .Rocky Mountain College, Parsons,
· Dubuque, St. Joseph's of Indiana,
· and Lewis College.
. Neither team could get untrack·
' ed in the early going, with the
Muskies
squandering. leads
·'" throughout the first half. Xavier
: took its biggest lead of the half,
· 32-24, when Doug Alt's free
' throw went through the hoop
with 3:43 to go. But the Demons,
led by 6-2 junior forward Al
Burks, managed to claw back
· ' and score ten of the next 12
points before intermission to tie
the game at 34-all.
Tlie second. half was only 23
seconds old before the game's
first casualty occurred, Nick
Hirtzig, DePaul's top guard,
scored on a layup and then charg-

•
av1er
Miami Outshines X
by RICK SADOWSKI
The Xavier Musketeers dropped going there was no stopping them.
their fourth straight game on Miami began to move way out in
Wednesday, February 23, losing front and led by at least eight
to Miami University at Millett points the rest of the way.
Hall in Oxford, 84-73. Fortunately
Darrell Dunlap of Miami made
for the Muskies, it was the final some unbelieveable back-handed
road game of the season; Xavier layups when it looked as though
is 8-2 in the homey confines of he would be stopped. He, along
Schmidt Fieldhouse, but·finished ~th Meyer, won the game for
1·11 away from home.
Miami; they scored 24 ·of their
Xavier started out like a ball 32 points in the second half.
of fire, leading by a score of Tlte Muskies contained Lumpkin
10-4 in the early going. But the in the second half - he scored
Muskie margin was sliced to 13-10 only four points - but the fine.
only a few minutes later when defensive effort on him wasn't
the visitors had to give up the ball enough.
on three straight occasions, all
Fullarton wound up with 24
charging calls. Xavier was shoot- points and 10 rebounds; three
ing well (55% in the first halt), other Muskies finished in double
and the Muskies were devastating figures, with Jerry Helmers play·
off the boards, particularly Conny ing a fine game. Warren finished
Warren - who had ten rebounds with a game-high 14 .rebounds.
by halftime.
Lumpkin led the Redskins with
The game was close throughout 19 points while three other Mi·
the entire first half, but the tum· ami players also reached double
ing point of the game came about figures.
with only 11 seconds left.
Xavier was leading, 39-37, and
Tom Binegar was bringing the
ball downcourt. Just as he crossed
the mid-court line, Miami guard
Tim Meyer swept in and slapped
at the ball - and Binegar's hand.
Meyer picked up the ball and
arched a pass downcourt to center ·
Rich Hampton, who promptly
scored on an easy layup to tie
the game. The inbounds pass was
again stolen by Meyer, and his
jumper beat the buzzer with four
seconds to spare to put the Red·
skins in front, 41-39. Whatever
momentum thll Muskies had going
for them up to that point was,
for all practical purposes, lost
forever.

Alt......................

Helmers...........
Fullerton.........
Blne1ar ............
Warren.............
Franklin..........
Deardorff........
Eek.....................
BlOB110m ...........
TOTALS .... :..

Team Rebounda: 4
FG
8-18
fl.12
7-13
a.7
8-12
2-3
1-2
Boben............. 0-1
Hilbennan....... l·l
Nlekamp.......... 0-0

Deetl..................

34-73
43-84

1-1

1-1
1-2
1-2
25-51

Fl' Reb Ast TP
0 24
8-9
15
0
9
1·2
3
1
6
4-5
9
3
5
1·2
2
2 13
3-5
4
1
2-6
4
1
2-3
0
4
1
0
2
0-0
1
0
2
0-0
2
1
2
0-0
1
8 71
21-32
49

Team rebounda: 5Attendance: 1365
XAVIER ................................. ;. 34
DEPAUL .................................. 34

THE
·DIFFERENCEI
THE BURGER BREWING CO. CINCINNATI, OHIO

. .
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?

FG
8-15
4.7
1·2
2·7
i;.10
14

WATER
MAKES

The Redskins shot well and
played evenly in the rebounding
department, and once they got

j

XAVIER(71)
Wanen ...........
Helmen ..........
Fullerton........
Alt ..................
Blne1ar ..........
Franklin.........
BIOB110m..........
Willie ..............
Eek .................
Deardorff.......
TOTALS ......

OUR

Bob Fullarton led all scorers in
the first half with 16 points. Phil
Lumpkin netted 15 points for
·.Miami.
In the second half both teams
· traded baskets for the first few
minutes, with Xavier taking a
brief 50-47 lead. Then the Muskies went cold and began to tum
the ball over as they did in the
first half.

Team rebounda: 6

began

JiT Heb An TP
3-3
6
6 19
3-3
1
3 15
0-1
6 0 14
a.5
5
0
9
1-3
5
4 17
0-0
1
1
4
0-0
1
0
2
2-2
1
0
2
0-1
1
0
2
0-1 __!!. __!!. __!!.
TOTALS ....... 36-69 12·19 31 14 84
Team Rebounda: of
Attendance: 2634

MIAMI (84)
Lumpkin..........
Meyer................
Hampton..........
Garlocb ............
Dunlap..............
Euenbur• .......

XAVIER ................................... 39

DEPAUL (82) FG JiT Heb A1t TP
Gllle1ple ......... 2-5 1-4
6
4 5
Burk•...........;.. 7-18 4-5
3
1 18
Marino............ 2-4 1-1
1
1
5
Hlrtzl1............ fl.9 0-3
4
2 12
Bruno............. 3-4 1-1
4
0
7
Shields........... 7-15 1-1
4
1 15
Lawler............ 0-1 0-0
0
O
0
En1ll•h........... 0-0 0-0
1
O 0
Shannon ....., ..._0-0_0-0_ __!!. __!!. __!!_
35
9 62
TOTALS ...... 27·56 8-15

___., . . _____ .-~

•
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37-71
28-62

by BILL LESSHAFFT
In a preliminary contest to the coming in - the first half. Two
varsity's encounter with the Miami other Muskies climbed into double
University Redskins on Wednes- figures,· guard Jim Rippe and
day, February 23, the Little Mus- substitute forward Jean Morereti
kies took on the Miami freshmen. both scoring ten points.
The end result was a 25-point
It was a better day for Xavier
victory for the Papooses, but not basketball last Saturday in the
before Xavier gave them plenty fieldhouse as the freshmen squad
of trouble in the· first half.
beat the Little Thundering Herd,
The game
with Xavier, 95-80.
behind the scoring of forward
The standout player of the game
Gar). Diedrich, grabbing an early was Rippe, as he hit on 13 of 20
lead and holding it until midway field goals and five of nine from
through the first half. Miami the charity stripe for a game•
finally caught the Musketeers high 31 points. Three other
and pulled away to a 50-33 half· Muskies also reached double
time lead.
figures: Accetta totaled 18 .
In the second half the Muskies points, Diedrich netted 22 Points,
kept pace with Miami, but could and Jamie Held scored 13 points.
not close the score as the game
The Little Muskies carry their
ended in an 88-63 decision for 3-14 slate against Miami this
the Papooses.
Saturday in the preliminary to
Diedrich was the game's leading the varsity contest, the Redskins
scorer with 28 points, 16 of them vs. the Musketeers.
·

Fl' Reb Ast TP
1-1
2
1
7
&9 4-4
4
3 16
!1-14 &8
10
1 24
4-7 3-3
4
3 11
4·12 2·4
14
2 10
1-3 0-1
0
1
2
().1
0-0
2
1 0
l·l 0-0
1
0
2
0-0 1-2 __!!. __!!. __!.
28-54 17-23
41 12 73
FG
3.7

MIAMI...................................... 41

Xavier-DePaul

Frosh Defeat .Marshall
After Losing To Miami

Miami-Xavier
XAVIER (73)

points.
Besides the tremendous play
of Warren, other Muskies who
contributed to win number ten
were Fullarton with his nine rebounds and Tom Binegar with a
13-point performance.
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